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Twyfords saves £14,000 with ABB
drives
Bathroom-ware manufacturer Twyfords is set to save £14,000 per year following installation of variable speed drives from ABB at its Stoke-on-Trent
plant.
Twyfords, which makes 1.25 million toilets a year at the plant, was interested in making energy savings
following the introduction of the Climate Change Levy and asked ABB’s channel partner HG Rewinds to
undertake an energy audit on its two firing kilns.
Ian Shingler, Kiln Manager for Twyfords, says: “The output of the exhaust fans on top of the kilns was
controlled by a slide damper, which was set at 25% to get the correct exhaust flow. This meant we were
wasting 75% of the energy we put into the motors and there was obviously a lot of room for
improvement.”
HG Rewinds undertook a full energy audit of the kiln area and fitted a sample variable speed drive to
demonstrate the results that could be achieved. This showed that each drive could save £2,389 per year
on running costs. Six ACS 400 drives from ABB have now been installed on the kilns, two 15kW and four
4kW. With a total order value of £20,000, this gives a payback time of only 1.3 years.
As well as the energy savings, the drives are bringing several other benefits. Using a pressure transducer
and a 20mA set point controller, a control loop has been set up to maintain a constant air pressure in the
kiln by balancing the input and output airflows. This prevents negative air pressures developing that
would suck too much cold air into the kiln, affecting critical stages in the firing process. The control loop
smoothes out variations in the process and helps Twyfords maintain a constant product quality.
The drives also take out the peak start up current. This extends the life of the control contactors, which
previously had to be replaced every 12 months.
Shingler adds: “HG Rewinds designed and installed the application and acted as our link between the
sub-contractors and ABB. We have been very pleased with both the service we received from them and
the performance of the equipment.”
ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology leader in power grids, electrification products, industrial automation and robotics and motion, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport &
infrastructure globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is
writing the future of industrial digitalization with two clear value propositions: bringing electricity
from any power plant to any plug and automating industries from natural resources to finished products. As title partner in ABB Formula E, the fully electric international FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the boundaries of e-mobility to contribute to a sustainable future. ABB operates in more than 100
countries with about 147,000 employees. www.abb.com
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Caption: Variable speed drives from ABB are helping Twyfords save £14,000 per year at its Stoke-onTrent plant.
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